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Fig 1. Mean task performance according to the social value 
of the profile (Experiment 1) 
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Fig 2. Mean task performance according to the personality 
profile and the social value (Experiment 2) 

Fig 3. Mean scores according to the profile type and the 
item value (Experiment 3) 

At equal scores on the five factors, higher performance 
ratings for agency-oriented profiles compared with 
communion-oriented or neutral profiles.#
#
F(2, 71) = 23.752, p < .001, η2

p = .40#

As expected, higher performance ratings for agency-
oriented profiles compared with communion-oriented, 
independant with the personality information 
manipulation (no interaction or main effect of 
personality). F(2, 133) = 10.37, p < . 01, η2

p = .06 

Linear increase of agency ratings with job 
performance profiles. Linear tendency reproduced 
for each personality factor, excepted for openness 
(see related paper for further details). !
F(2, 71) = 13.97, p < . 01 

Predict job performance from personality 
Experiments 1 & 2 Predict personality from performance 

Experiment 3 

We first build a 30-items questionnaire orthogonalizing the five personality factors and the agency and 
communion dimensions. Each factor is measured with 6 items which are either agency-, communion-
oriented, or neutral. This questionnaire allows for social value or descriptive (big five) specific 
hypotheses testing (Exp. 3) and experimental manipulations in judging paradigms (Exp. 1 and 2).#

Pp filled out our standardized personality 
inventory as the target would do.!

(inventory which serves as IV in Exp. 1 & 2)#

undergraduate students, n = 74#
mean age = 21.29, sd = 2.23!

Job performance inference!
 6 items scale from Tsui et al. (1997, α = .89) #

Experiment 1 design  
(undergraduate students, n = 74, mean age = 21.29, sd = 2.23) #

Manipulation of the social value of the responses (between variable) 

Agency! Communion! Neutral!

Descriptive information was held constant #
(equal five factors scores between and within value profiles)#

Profiles were either agentic, communion, or neutral.#

Experiment 2 design  
(managers and financial undergraduate students, n = 133, mean age = 22.11, sd = 2.54) #

Manipulation of personality scores and social value (between variables) 

Conscientious! Standard! Agreeable!
Ag! Co! Ag ! Co! Ag! Co!

Personality information varied. Six profiles were designed. They were either 
high conscientious / mean agreeable, high agreeable / mean conscientious, 

mean on both factors, and either agentic- or communion-oriented.#
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!  Evaluative information is sufficient to make predictions about job success or performance from 
personality items (same results with an organizational citizenship measure). #

!  In performance contexts, it’s more important to be agentic than conscientious: Evaluative 
information conveyed by personality items is perceived before descriptive information.#

!  Real life replication with real performance measure would be interesting in order to show that: #
     " Each big five could potentially predict performance provided it is measured with agency.#
     " Agency and communion should account for incremental variance in performance prediction.#

Participants put themselves in the place of a 
recruiter and read through a fictitious applicant’s 
responses to a personality inventory varying on 
social value (Exp. 1 & 2) and personality (Exp. 2)#

For complete results, please see Caruana, S., Lefeuvre, R., Mollaret, P. (2014). Looking for performance in personality inventories:  
The primacy of evaluative information over descriptive traits. European Journal of Social Psychology. DOI: 10.1002/ejsp.2034 

Participants identified themselves with an 
ideal, moderate, or unproductive employee 
(through fictitious results on Exp. 1 task 
performance questionnaire)#
#

Everyday judgments: Two evaluative information 

#
#
#
 

Personality assessment: A different tradition 

Self promotion, affluence#

Other-orientation#

Agency 

Communion 

Agency and communion are inferred from behaviour and communicated by 
adjective traits. They indicate the value of people in interpersonal situations 
(communion) and interdependence relations (agency).#

Five major dimensions 
Emotional stability, Extraversion, Openess, 

Conscientiousness, Agreeableness#

These “Big-Five” are non evaluative (i.e. descriptive) individual differences. 
They are measured with personality inventories (i.e., behavioural tendencies 
ratings). They predict the same kind of outcomes than social value. !

As far as evaluative information is distributed across personality 
inventories (Backstrom et al., 2009), we designed this experimental 
research to show that agentic information can explain a part of the link 
between personality descriptions and job success. #

 Status, economic resources 
success#

Interpersonal relations#

Status, job performance, income#
(e.g. Kuncel et al., 2010) #

Interpersonal relations#

(Abele & Brack, 2013, Abele & Wojciszke, 2013, Oldmeadow & Fiske, 2007)#

Hypothesis 
We assumed that evaluative information is perceived before descriptive 
information, and is sufficient to make job performance inferences via 
personality items.#

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ejsp.2034/abstract
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